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Though the beginning of this Fall Term brings a large addition to the student body, it also brings a farewell to a large quantity of newspapers. For almost ten years, Lawrence has been part of the USA Today Readership Program that provided USA Today, The New 
York Times and The Appleton Post–
Crescent to all dorms on campus. This year, Lawrence chose not to participate. Nancy Truesdell, vice presi-dent for student affairs and dean of students, explains that this decision was largely based on the budget. “Budgets have been looked at across the board to see where we can get the most bang for our 
buck and the Readership Program was something that students were not really benefiting from,” began Truesdell. The Readership Program cost Lawrence University around $10,000 a year. “The numbers of papers being used a day averaged around 30 for the entire campus,” explained Truesdell.As a result, LUCC’s Campus Life Committee met with Student Welfare Committee for student feedback. “Student Welfare agreed that it was an expensive program and even some of the environmental groups on campus didn’t think it was a good use of paper. All of 
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President Mark Burstein and Dean of Admissions Ken Anselment take part in official press release regarding the endowment.
Photo by Nathan Lawrence
In an announcement on Wednesday, September 17, Lawrence University President Mark Burstein released news of an anonymous $25 million gift to the school’s endowment. The largest donation in Lawrence his-tory, its entirety will go toward an endowed scholarship fund to 
supplement the financial aid of future Lawrentians.Though the donation acts as a matching gift, meaning the amount available to the school for use is a dollar-for-dollar match of what other donors give towards the same cause, school officials are optimistic for the immediate future.“This donor has been extraor-dinarily generous, not only in the gift but in the flexibility in match-
ing. We’ve already received $5 million, and we already have put that to use for scholarships this year, so we are hoping that will continue and that we will have the resources to support students as quickly as we possibly can,” Burstein explained in an inter-view.When combined with the necessary matching $25 million from other donors, the gift will reach a total of $50 million, a 20 
percent addition to the univer-sity’s overall $250 million endow-ment.The $25 million gift announced today will also create a scholarship fund capable of pro-ducing roughly $1.25 million in scholarships per year alone.“We’ve been a place through history where students from fami-lies of limited means really have a transformative experience here and they change the trajectory of 
their lives, and this will allow us to do that more,” said Burstein.At Lawrence, many students depend on need-based aid in order to help alleviate the high cost of a university education. Roughly 60 percent of Lawrentians receive an average of $35,600 in needs-based aid each year, and finding this aid outside of Lawrence’s own pack-ages is becoming increasingly dif-
In early 1999, senior Art History major Benjamin Tilghman wrote an editorial for The 
Lawrentian lamenting the state of many sculptures on campus. In particular, he pointed to the condition of “Big Yellow,” the sculpture next to the Wriston art center, how “frankly, the sculpture looks bad. The paint has faded or worn away over the years, and the sides of it are covered with old tape from postings.”Today, the yellow sculpture, officially titled “Aerial Landscape” is back in its former place, stand-ing along the west walkway of Wriston and Tilghman is a pro-fessor of art history at Lawrence. Tilghman maintains that “if an institution like a university 
or museum acquires a work of art it makes a commitment to care for that work of art prop-erly.”  However, he added that “Lawrence is doing a much better job of that now.” Seeing “Aerial Landscape” in its intended condition for the first time, Tilghman observed “that the spot looks a lot better with it back than it did the last few years with it missing.  That whole area just felt kind of barren and unre-solved... Until it went up I hadn’t realized how much it was doing for that spot on campus.” “Aerial Landscape” was com-missioned by former President Rick Warch in 1988 to accom-pany the then in-progress Wriston Art Center.  Rolf Westphal was a visiting professor of studio art and sculpture at the time, and President Warch had seen one of Westphal’s pieces in Finland, 
a similar 55-foot tall sculpture which appeared on a Finnish stamp.  “Aerial Landscape” was funded by nearby snow blow-er manufacturers The Ariens Foundation, and installed later in ‘88. After an alumnus expressed concern over the absent sculp-ture, which was taken down for restoration in 2010, a team of Lawrence faculty were assembled to assess the work necessary to put “Aerial Landscape” back up.  Over this past summer, the Boldt Company, a construc-tion business, in tandem with Lawrence administration, re-installed the sculpture in its for-mer location.  John Luzinski was the Boldt project manager, and described the thorough recon-
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Wednesday morning, Sept. 24, officials from Lawrence University and the University of Wisconsin Colleges gathered for the ceremonial signing of a historic partnership agreement between the two institutions. The partnership, which not only includes UWFox, but other University of Wisconsin institu-tions across the state, is intended to ease the transfer process so students can focus on their aca-demic needs.Though academic credits will still be examined on a case-by-case basis, Lawrence has committed to providing specialized orientation, advising, and financial informa-tion to future transfer students from the UW system.  Lawrence’s Associate Director of Admissions 
Chuck Erickson will take on many of these duties, including holding fortnightly office hours at UWFox during the academic year.The partnership will also include up to an additional $20,000 in financial aid for incom-ing UW transfer students.“We are very excited to for-malize our relationship with the UW Colleges and specifically UWFox,” said Lawrence University President Mark Burstein. “This agreement is another step in our effort to increase access to a rigor-ous Lawrence education and help make it affordable to more resi-dents of Wisconsin.”This announcement comes on the heels of another push for increased accessibility on Lawrence’s campus. Last week, the university announced an anonymous $25 million matching gift to its endowment, specifically intended for use in scholarships.
President Mark Burstein established the tone of Lawrence University’s 166th academic year at the Matriculation Convocation on Thursday, September 18, with a challenge: to listen to views beyond those of the majority.The convocation, entitled “Sustaining Dialogue: Educating for a Diverse Society,” is the first of several in the 2014-15 convo-cation series. Burstein’s speech focused on the responsibility of universities to encourage many different opinions.“A Lawrence education 
should prepare students for more than career success,” he said. “Are we a place that invites a range of opinions?”Burstein explained Lawrence’s past openness by referencing a speech given by American Nazi Party founder George Lincoln Rockwell in 1967. Rockwell was invited to campus by students and, despite protests, administration still allowed him to speak.The “tendency to reinforce” whatever is popular “does not teach us how to listen to views that are unfamiliar or disturbing,” Burstein said. “It is enriching for us as an institution to have more 
of a diversity of thought on cam-pus.” Burstein’s idea grew from a series of canceled commencement speakers at various universities, including former U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice and for-mer World Bank president Robert Zoellick, some due to student pro-tests.   Associate Professor of English Timothy Spurgin intro-duced Burstein prior to his speech with the help of the words of a few students. Student opinions ranged from being grateful for his “gen-uine investment” in students to comparing Burstein to the “cool-est kid in school” when he makes 
an appearance in the dining room.This year was Spurgin’s first time on stage as a featured part of the Matriculation Convocation. “It was great to be so close to the singers,” he said.Associate Professor of Music and Teacher of Viola Matthew Michelic was one of many fac-ulty members who attended con-vocation. He said that he “really enjoyed the challenge it brings to us” and that convocation “set a wonderful tone for us” for the upcoming academic year. Freshman Harrison Barber also attended convocation and said that his immediate reaction was “mixed.” 
“Initially, everyone was like ‘what is he talking about?’” he said, “but it leaves the school year open in a way.”In regards to the event as a whole, Burstein said that he was “very pleased so many people came out” to listen to this con-vocation and that he hopes high attendance will continue.“It was really a pleasure to start the academic year,” he said, adding that campus is “a little bor-ing during the summer” with most students gone.His challenge of openness of thought will continue throughout the 2014-15 school year as vari-ous speakers visit Lawrence.
Agreement made between 
Lawrence and  UW schools 
Megan Corum
For The Lawrentian 
____________________________________
INDIA: India’s unmanned 1.5 ton Mangalyaan spacecraft has reached Mars orbit. Over the next six months it will study the atmosphere of Mars, searching for methane gas and other potential signs of life.
WEST AFRICA: A Red Cross team in Guinea was attacked while burying bodies that were infected with Ebola. This is only one in a string of attacks on health officials and volunteers by a group of people resisting the efforts to control the disease. 
MIDDLE EAST: Earlier this week, U.S. led airstrikes hit targets in Iraq and Syria, striking many targets including IS training compounds, command centers and supply trucks.
CARIBBEAN: Cuba plans to increase the number of allowed privately owned restaurants from 1,200 to 9,000 in a move towards “Updating [Cuba’s] economic social model” – Deputy Minister of Domestic Trade Ada Chavez.
SCOTLAND: On Sept. 18, Scotland voted to not become an independent country from the United Kingdom with 55.3% of the vote. This vote had one of the highest voter turnouts since the 1950 election for universal suffrage.
UNITED STATES: The Navajo Nation will receive the largest settlement ever given to an American Indian tribe. The tribe is receiving $554 million from the federal government for 50 years of mismanaged community assets. 
Convocation: beyond the views of the majority 
Nathan Lawrence
Copy Chief
___________________________________
President Mark Burstein gives annual Martriculation Convocation, urging students to listen to a variety of opinions.
  Photo by Hailie Nguyen
that together made us realize that it was okay to drop the program,” said Truesdell. Due to the Readership Program’s guidelines, Lawrence could not buy a smaller subscrip-tion that would only be offered in Warch Campus Center. “The program likes [the newspapers] in residence halls so only the students, whose col-lege pays for them, have access to them. In the campus center anyone can just take them off the rack,” said Truesdell. Numbers aside, some stu-dents feel the loss of the program. “Personally, I read [The New 
York Times] everyday but I can imagine that the number of stu-dents in total who read it was not enough to keep it around,” said 
junior Ilan Blanck. Louis Weissert, a freshman who never got to experience the accessible newspapers, is also dis-appointed:“I think it is a great attribute to any campus to have nation-ally recognized publications right there and for the students per-sonal enrichment.”Rose Wasielewski, Assistant Dean of Students for Campus Life, explians the removal of the pro-gram by explaining how students can work with the loss.“Students are able to access information in different ways—through their laptops and smart phones. So the usability of newspapers is going away,” said Wasielewski.Despite this, some students find that the internet does not seem to do the news justice. “It is not really quite the same to read it online and to have 
the actual hard copy with you,” continued Weissert, “It is a more involved process—a totally differ-ent experience.”Truesdell offers a solution to those students who wish to con-tinue their devoted paper reader-ship. “Students can buy a subscrip-tion to The New York Times for a discounted price—$35 a term,” said Truesdall, “I have also encour-aged Residence Hall Directors who run the activity fee [for their dorm] to buy subscriptions for their hall if they so choose.”Although students have options,  The Lawrentian is now the only free newspaper in print on campus. “There’s a big hole left, “ con-cludes Blanck, “unless Nicholas Kristof is going to start writing for 
The Lawrentian.” Po
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QUESTION 
MARK
 Thank you for the question. My goal for the convocation was to elicit questions exactly like this one. I assume you are refer-ring to the quote in my speech from Bates President Elaine Tuttle Hansen. She said, “Listening is a powerful and dif-ficult skill, and above all learning how to listen to what is unfamiliar or disturb-
ing to received opinion and commonly understood ways of thinking should be essential to many kinds of higher education.” Maybe a few examples would help underline this point. I would guess the majority of the campus community believes, like I do, that global temperature is increasing due to human activity which puts 
humanity at risk. But could we all learn hearing from a scientist who held a contradictory view? Someone who had a view that was disturbing to commonly understood ways of thinking? As another example from our own institu-tion, in April of 2013, Greenfire invited Lierre Keith, an environmentalist and feminist to speak on environmental issues during Lawrence’s Earth Week celebration. The group later rescinded the invitation because Ms. Keith holds views regard-ing gender that are offensive to some members and allies of the trans community. From what I know of her position on the matter, I disagree with Ms. Keith’s views on gender, but does that mean she should be banned from our campus? I hope we will find a way to listen to and dis-cuss a diversity of views on the important issues that face the world even if they are ones which don’t conform to our own points of view.
In the age of instantaneous communication where ideas spread virally 
and even my Facebook timeline is not safe from “disturbing” opinions, 
aren’t there already multiple avenues to listen to different viewpoints? 
Then what is the point of providing our scarce convocation slots to 
people with disturbing or ethically reprehensible ideas? Don’t the poten-
tial costs (monetary, moral or those to Lawrence’s image) outweigh the 
alleged benefits of calling such speakers to campus?
AROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHT ISSUES
We started the day with a hilarious conversation about the care and feeding of Indian toilets. Euphemisms are sometimes so much funnier than taboo words; we were all hot messes when we finished choking with laughter. Later that day, groups of stu-dents were assigned a section of Pune to explore. My group was assigned the Shivaji Maharaj part of town. It was like a treasure hunt; we had to find particular buildings and talk to people. We walked across a particular road about seven times. I would say it 
was a six to eight lane road, but lanes aren’t really a thing around here. (We once told a college stu-dent from Pune that in the U.S., people have to stay in the lanes unless they are passing somebody. He laughed in our faces.) Pune traffic has taught me how to get a rickshaw to not drive into you—you shove your palm at their window shield and walk really quickly. I have had a giant Mercedes-Benz tour bus coming straight at me from about eight feet away and I’ve not quite walked out in front of a bus that was definitely not going to stop. Our traffic sense has greatly improved after several weeks here in Pune. One of the best ways is to 
wait until the traffic has stopped and then weave in between cars further back, because they’re less likely to be trying to run a light or turn somewhere. However, that strategy does fail if traffic starts moving while you’re still in the middle of it.We found the buildings we had been assigned and tried to take pictures or enter the premis-es, before reading the signs saying the premises are protected under the forbidden secrets act of who-knows-when, pictures are forbid-den and one needs government clearance to enter. Cool build-ings, though, especially the Pune 
Question Mark by contacting us at 
lawrentian@lawrence.edu 
Your questions will be kept anonymous.
Po
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Absolutely.
52%Lawrence should be 
more inclusive, but to a 
certain extent.
40%
For small discussions, yes, but 
not for larger events.
8%
Do you agree with President Burstein in that Lawrence University should be as 
inclusive as possible in its invitation to speakers?
Total Votes: 25
Dear Sarah,
I know it’s only week two, but 
I’m already in over my head. I wrote 
my email down on every piece of 
paper I could find at the Activities 
Fair last Friday and I’ve already 
gotten almost twenty emails that 
are just from clubs. I don’t know 
how to do everything and still keep 
up with my school work. How do 
I manage to be involved, pass my 
classes and still have fun?
Thanks,
Feeling Blue and it’s Only 
Week TwoDear Feeling Blue,The truth of the matter is, you can’t do everything. If you happen to have a Time Turner in your possession, then it’s possible I suppose. But as I recall, that didn’t turn out too well for Hermione either. The good news is, now that Lawrence has expanded its email space, you won’t be getting those lovely 2 a.m. emails every day, notifying you that your mailbox is almost full.I understand your want to be involved in as many activities as possible at Lawrence. From swing dancing, to SLUG, to sports and musical ensembles, there’s a lot to choose from. I’ll give you my three key mantras that have managed to keep me sane, successful and sat-isfied with my time at Lawrence.Number One: It’s OK to say 
no. You may want to do every-thing, but you don’t have to. It’s OK to let your peers take the lead on some projects. You don’t have to accompany every musician who asks you. You don’t have to be the president of every orga-nization you are involved with. In fact, doing fewer tasks will allow to you commit more time and energy to those tasks you do choose to take on. Which leads me to mantra number two.
Make a priorities 
list. Your classwork should really be at the top of this list. 
You, or at least someone, is pay-ing for your education and that should not be taken for granted. From there, list the clubs and organizations that you want to be an integral part of. Your presence is necessary at every meeting and you want to carve out time in your schedule to ensure you can com-mit quality work to those depend-ing on you. Third tier activities fall below those at the bottom of the list. These are the groups that you stay on the email list for and show up to meetings and events when you have the time. Don’t accept leadership positions in these groups and don’t stress yourself out if you can’t come every week. For other members of the organi-zation, this will be their second tier club and they will be happy to take charge of it.And finally, mantra number three: You shouldn’t back out on commitments, but you can 
always change your mind. In other words, you shouldn’t agree to head three committees and be president of two organizations in the same term as your recital or honors project, but you don’t have to be involved with the same groups every term you are at Lawrence. So you signed up for twenty clubs at the activities fair; pick three to try this term, three for next term and three for Spring Term. If you decide after going to a few meetings that you just don’t have the time to commit to Film Club this term, that’s OK. You can stay on the email list and try again next term. I’ve been on the email list for Swing Dancing since my freshman year, one day I swear I’ll go. Maybe this week. Or the week after. I take that back, I’m pretty busy this term, it will have to be next term.
Send in your questions to 
wagners@lawrence.edu and 
have them answered by Sarah, 
a double-degree student in her 
fifth year at Lawrence.
Avoiding over-involvement
Sarah Wagner
Columnist
____________________________________
Susannah Milton
For The Lawrentian
____________________________________
No  0%
Don’t care 0%
See page 7
Pune, India
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The Lawrence football team bounced back from their week one loss to Rockford with a dominat-ing performance that led to their 59-0 win over Maranatha Baptist. The Vikings controlled all phas-es of the game, with the offense racking up 656 total yards while the defense held the Maranatha Sabercats to 76 total yards, includ-ing -32 rushing yards.The defense also recorded five interceptions and sophomore kicker Patrick O’Mahoney earned Midwest Conference Special Teams Player of the week by going 8/8 on extra points and making a 21-yard field goal. O’Mahoney’s eight extra points set the school record for most extra points in a 
game.It was just the type of per-formance they were looking for heading into their bye week before a conference game.“It was definitely good to get a win like that before conference games start because everybody on the team now has experience play-ing in college,” said junior safety Zach Eichhorst.  “We can’t let this win go to our heads, though. We know we have a tough conference schedule ahead of us and we have to take it one game at a time.”The Vikings begin confer-ence play this Saturday when they travel to Galesburg, Ill. to take on the Knox College Prairie Fire. The Prairie Fire will be looking for some revenge from their last meeting. Last year, the Vikings and Prairie Fire played a thrilling game at the Banta Bowl that saw the Vikings pull out the win with a touchdown on the very last play.
The Vikings look to gain another victory this year. “We know that Knox has this game marked on their calendar, but 
we’re going to approach it like any other game,” said junior center 
On Saturday, Sept. 20, the Lawrence University men’s and women’s soccer teams traveled to Waukesha for back-to-back games against Carroll University, the first conference matches of the 2014 season.The Carroll men’s team (3-4-1, 0-1 MWC) are currently placed third in the conference after the league opener. The Pioneers proved a difficult opponent for the Vikings, who are currently ranked 11th (0-5-1, 0-1 MWC). Carroll solidly outshot the Vikings in the first half 13-1. One such shot found its way into the Lawrence net at 22:19, scored by Carroll sophomore Caden Pruitt off an assist by fellow sophomore Tyler Coenen. Just over seven min-utes into the second half, Pruitt 
assisted Coenen in sending the Pioneers’ second goal, and a minute and a half later Coenen scored again to pull ahead 3-0. The Vikings were unable to retali-ate the rest of the game, though they reduced the shot ratio to 4-2 in Carroll’s favor. Sophomore Joe Krivit made 9 saves to the Pioneers’ 3.“They were a good team and came out a lot more aggressive then we did. They dominated the middle of the field, creating a lot of offensive chances,” said senior Erik Soderlund. “We definitely need to play with more confidence and we need to bring an attacking game to our opponents instead of sitting back and letting them dictate the game.”After the men’s game, the Lawrence women took the field looking to reverse the Vikings’ luck. The women battled hard through 90 minutes of competi-tive regulation play and two gruel-
ing overtime periods ending in a scoreless tie. As in the previous game, Carroll outshot Lawrence in the first period, this time just 2-0. The Vikings fired two shots in the second period to Carroll’s five, but none found their way into the goal. “The first half, Carroll was dominating. They were possess-ing the ball more,” said freshman Eva Tourangeau. “The second half, though, it totally flipped and we had more control of the game. Carroll got intimidated and frus-trated by our change in pace and we started getting more oppor-tunities.”In the first overtime, Lawrence again had two attempts and held the Pioneers to none, but in the second overtime, the tables turned and Carroll outshot the Vikings 2-0. Again, the scoreboard remained blank and the game concluded in a 0-0 tie. Senior 
goalkeeper Dani Glass made seven saves to Carroll’s 3. This tie placed the Lawrence women sixth in the conference with a record of 2-4-1 (0-0-1 MWC) to Carroll’s seventh-place 1-4-1 record (0-0-1 MWC).“It was really important to our team to play as hard as we can against this team,” said junior Perrin Tourangeau. The Pioneers beat the Vikings in Midwest Conference competitions seven years in a row, but last year that changed when Lawrence shut them out 3-0. “The difference between the two teams last week-end was that we played with a lot of heart. We had some motivation to continue last year’s success. There was a lot of emotion in the game for us.” Despite the scoreless results, the game felt like a sort of vic-tory for the team. “We overcame a lot, they played really rough, we 
   CJ Revis
    Staff Writer
_______________________
Clare Bruning
 Staff Writer
______________________
BY  THE 
NUMB3RS
.591
Amanda Jaskolski’s 
batting average in 
the 2013-14 softball 
season
  Erik Soderlund
   Staff Writer
______________________
Vikings look to “extinguish” Prairie Fire following bye week
Statistics are courtesy of 
www.midwestconference.org
and are current as of
Sept. 24, 2014.
WOMEN’S TENNIS
TEAM OVR MWC
St. Norbert 6-1 3-0
Cornell 9-2 3-0
Grinnell 4-2 3-0
Lake Forest 7-2 4-1
Lawrence 5-3 3-1
Carroll 4-6 1-3
Illinois Col. 3-2 1-3
Beloit 2-7 1-3
Monmouth 2-8 1-3
Knox 1-6 1-3
Ripon 0-7 0-4
MEN’S SOCCER
TEAM OVR MWC
St. Norbert 7-0 1-0
Knox 6-2 1-0
Carroll 3-4-1 1-0
Monmouth 3-5 1-0
Lake Forest 2-6 1-0
Beloit 1-6    1-1
Grinnell 4-2-2 0-1
Illinois Col. 4-3-1 0-0
Cornell 2-5-1 0-1
Ripon 2-6-1 0-2
Lawrence 0-6-1 0-1
VOLLEYBALL
TEAM OVR MWC
Lawrence 5-12 1-0
Cornell 8-3 0-0
Ripon 10-7 0-0
Lake Forest 6-10 0-0
Monmouth 6-11 0-0
St. Norbert 6-12 0-0
Grinnell 5-12 0-0
Illinois Col. 3-9 0-0
Carroll 4-13 0-1
Knox 2-17 0-0
Beloit 1-12 0-0 
STANDINGS
Coach’s Corner Jason Fast  Cross Country
Ever since Jason Fast stepped 
in as head coach, the cross-country 
running program at Lawrence has 
been turning heads. National cham-
pion as a runner at UW–Oshkosh, 
Fast has had quite a successful and 
interesting career. After winning as 
an athlete and having the privilege 
to compete against greats such as 
Ryan Hall, Fast explained in a most 
amusing story how he set his sights 
on coaching as a career.
His competitive nature once 
again propelled him to the top spot 
on the Division III national podium 
soon after being named assistant 
coach at his alma mater. There 
has been no stopping the victori-
ous nature of Fast as he has made 
both the men’s and women’s cross-
country programs at Lawrence 
two top contenders in the Midwest 
Conference. 
Fast has been head coach 
at Lawrence since 2009 and 
led the men’s team to a MWC 
Championship in the 2011 season.
First off, your last name – Fast: 
how do you think that name has 
defined you as a cross-country 
athlete and coach?“It has definitely been back and forth. On good days and when I had been running well, it was useful. People would be shocked and came up to me often after meets asking if that really was my name. But also, when I hadn’t been running so well people would call me Jason Slow or on the playground as a little kid. Even today some of the other coaches will jokingly call me Coach Slow”
How have the recent track sea-
sons been? Are there any spe-
cific goals or objectives that 
have changed coming into this 
season?“The men for the last four straight seasons have been no less than second in the confer-ence, and this year we’re hoping to bring it home again like we did in 2011 and we have a team that is good enough to do it too so … the great part about the whole thing has also been the emergence of the women’s team. 
The women’s team two years ago finished eighth in the con-ference and then last year, they finished third. This year they also have a shot to win. It’s nice to be able to tell both teams they have the same goals. What is even bet-ter is that we are hosting the con-ference championship. We have the chance to keep the trophy here in town, so that is both teams goal to win a conference title.”
From what I’ve heard, the cross-
country team is pretty close. 
What have you done to promote 
and create such a tightknit 
group?“A lot of it has to do with your upper classmen. The upper class-men lead the freshman when they come in and I always encourage the upper classmen to take on a protégé, sharing things with them such as their mistakes, successes and more. Make them feel wel-come every year, but a lot of the bonding comes in the pre-season when they are on campus with nothing to do other than train, eat and sleep. You have a lot of time to really forge friendships and bonds.”
Did you have any supersti-
tions as an athlete and now as 
a coach?“I had a pair of shorts I always had to wear at my meets. They were Orlando Magic shorts, they were the old-school ones too; the really light blue ones. I called them my magic shorts, when I put them on I was ready to make some magic. My coach thought it was the goofiest thing. Now I’ve pretty much grown past that and concentrate more on representing the team in the best way possible.”
Lastly, what do you love the most 
about coaching at Lawrence?“Working with my team. Given that we have such a close-knit team, I love working with every individual on my team. I recruit a lot of competitive peo-ple because I am so competitive myself. I love being surrounded by like-minded individuals. The other really cool part of my job is seeing people grow. You see them come in as confused freshman and how over the course of four years, they blossom into mature adults.”
Women’s soccer gains momentum, men continue slump
A referee confirms an LU touchdown against Maranatha Baptist.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
See page 7
See page 6
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The recent developments regarding domestic violence in the NFL have led to a lot of finger pointing. Fingers pointed at the culprits themselves, fingers point-ed at coaches who’ve botched the culprit’s punishments and fingers pointed at NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell.However, I believe this issue deserves to be approached from a different angle, I believe a finger needs to be pointed in a different direction: towards us, as sports fans. This is not to say that I we shouldn’t care about domestic violence, I certainly hope you do. It is how we’ve treated these play-ers before they committed such heinous crimes.Do we really believe that the only time Ray Rice committed a crime, he was unlucky enough to have it caught on video? It is sure-ly doubtful. These violent crimes are not the outcome of one unfor-tunate angry outburst, they are the effect of someone with a mind-set that they’re above the law.This mindset is a product of not being held accountable for objectionable actions in high school, college and the pros. It is 
a product of a lifetime of being told that what they do on the field is more important than what they do off of it. It is created by a culture that values fantasy foot-ball higher than the content of a player’s character; that culture exist in large part because of the fans who’ve cultivated it.This starts with our reactions to lesser offenses than domes-tic violence. The NFL Player’s Association and the NFL are cur-rently re-negotiating the league’s comprehensive drug policy. One issue that has been agreed to by both sides is a one game suspen-sion without pay for a first DUI offense—a one game suspension for a crime that can cost an aver-age person their job and any hope of future employment.Yet where is the public’s demand for stricter punishment for DUIs? It’s absent because a player’s value on the field is more important to us than them endan-gering other humans by driving under the influence. By easily for-giving a lesser crime such as a DUI, we fans are just as guilty as the coaches, owners, and the com-missioner who let the player go with a light punishment.When we allow these lesser crimes to be forgiven or forgot-
ten, we only reinforce the player’s mindset that they’re above the law. We must demand strict pun-ishment or drastic change before the players’ crimes reach such a magnitude that we cannot pos-sibly ignore them.My favorite take on the recent events in the NFL have come from ESPN’s Keith Olbermann, who said this two weeks ago regarding the Ray Rice situation: “Any games played by Baltimore without its executives and the Commissioner having been dismissed… must be fully boycotted by all of us. If not, we become accessories after the fact.”While we may be the driving force behind the crooked culture in the NFL, we are also the only people with the real power to fix it. 
 While most students are just getting back into the swing of classes, the women on Lawrence’s Volleyball team have been on campus practicing and compet-ing since the middle of August. On Saturday, September 20, Lawrence hosted both Edgewood and Cardinal Stritch College for the Triangular Tournament. After spending the previous week working on blocking, defensive positioning and offensive attacks, the team was ready to take on Edgewood for the first match of the day. The Edgewood Eagles came out strong on the attack, hitting .333 for the match as a whole. Freshman all-star hitter Arianna Cohen led Lawrence’s attack with 13 kills and no errors on 22 attempts, leaving her with an outstanding .591 hitting percent-age. Also assisting on the attack was junior Terese Swords, who added nine kills for the Vikings. The freshmen pair of Lauren Ray and Sydney Nelson had 22 and 11 assists for the Vikings respectively. However, the Eagles’ attack could not be stopped and they were able 
to come out on top defeating the Vikings 25-20, 25-21, and 25-23. “I think some of our strengths were our offensive choices and our serve receive. Those two ele-ments continue to improve every game we play,” said Cohen. “We do tend to have some pretty nega-tive attitudes when we are losing on the court, so I think that is something we can work on during conference.” Next up for the Vikings was another non-conference competi-tor, Cardinal Stritch. This time it was the Vikings who started off strong, winning the first two games 27-25 and 25-23. Once again, Swords and Cohen led the attack with a combined total of 23 kills. Ray and Nelson also continued their streak, contrib-uting 27 and 18 assists, respec-tively. Another freshmen duo, Cyra Bammer and Noelle Hele, each added 19 digs apiece for the Vikings defense. The Wolves ended up coming back in the last three matches to defeat Lawrence 3-2 overall with scores of 25-14, 25-15 and 15-9. Despite the two hard losses, the Vikings put up a great effort throughout both matches. Cohen went on to mention, “I think 
Casey Merkle, a biology major from Barrington, Illinois, is off to a hot start this season.  The 
sophomore forward scored four goals and had another assist in a game against Marantha 
Baptist University.  Merkle has scored a total of six goals in seven games and is looking to 
continue her dominance on the field.  Here, she discusses preseason, her favorite soccer 
memories and pre-game rituals.
What was your favorite part of preseason?Not running as much as we did last year.  Also, getting to know the new incoming mem-bers.
How has the team dynamic changed since last year?We all get along really well together and our play has changed to focus more on posses-sion.
What was it like to score four goals in one game against Marantha Baptist?It allowed me to build some confidence out on the field.  I hope I can score more in our next games.
How has your role on the team changed 
from last year to this year?This year I am playing more forward and just trying to hold the ball so we can get our team to attack together.  I also feel like I’ve been talking more on the field and hearing other team members help me with what I need to do.
Looking back on your soccer playing 
career, what was your favorite memory?My favorite memory from my soccer-play-ing career was scoring my first collegiate goal.  That’s a really great feeling.  My teammate Eva Tourangeau just scored her first collegiate goal at the Marantha Baptist game (and scored another!) and it was awesome to see her get that same excite-ment on her face.
Do you have a pregame ritual that takes 
place before every game?My pregame ritual is to just try and stay loose.  Sometimes that means dancing or singing, or just joking around with the team.
Casey Merkle: Women’s Soccer
Merkle crosses the ball to a teammate.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilkie
See page 7
Senior Tyler Lueck, who dons #6 
on his Vikings football jersey, has 
amassed 57 yards on 7 receptions 
as a wide receiver in two games 
this season against Marantha 
Baptist University and Rockford 
University.  Lueck, biology major 
from Glen Ellyn, Illinois sat down 
to talk with me about his love 
of Brett Favre, superpowers, and 
what makes football season so spe-
cial.
What was the best part of pre-
season?The best part of the pre season is just hanging out with the guys and building friendships.
How has the team dynamic 
changed from last year to this 
year?In terms of dynamics I don’t think we have changed all that much. We have a bond that allows us to act as a family and that’s something we have always been proud of. 
If you could have any superpower, what would it be?My superpower would be to have super speed like Zoom.
Looking back on your football career, what has been your favorite memory?My favorite memory on the field is probably the win against Knox last year. The emotion that went into that game and winning in the last seconds created an experience like no other. Off the field it’s the friendships that have been formed.
If you could meet any famous player, who would it be and why?If I could meet any football player it would have to be Brett Favre. Watching him play as a kid was a lot of fun and I think he showed that’s what football is all about.
If you were stuck on a desert island with one teammate, who would it be and why?Danny Taylor cause of his spiritual connection and understanding of nature. Plus he hunts with his bare hands.
Tyler Lueck: Football
Lueck celebrates with teammates after scoring a touchdown.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilkie
Athletes of the Week
by Pablo Morales
    Jenny Angeli
     Staff Writer
______________________
NFL: National Forgiveness LeagueVolleyball exits triangular 0-2
Joe Krivit
Staff Writer
____________________________________
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At one point or another, many stu-dents, throughout their time at Lawrence, will face academic challenges. Whether it’s flagging grades, a lack of motivation or a problem with perfectionism, it can be hard to figure out how to fix the problem on your own. This is where Kate Frost, Lawrence’s newest addition to the Student Academic Services department. comes in. As the Academic Success Coordinator, a position created specifically for her, Frost helps stu-dents maximize their academic success and get to the root of what’s stopping them from doing the best they can. Frost has no shortage of qualifications, working extensively in the field of aca-demic success before coming to Lawrence this past April. “I graduated from Rutgers out in New Jersey, and ended up [doing] my graduate school work at Arizona State University (ASU),” Frost explained. “I start-ed as a TA in the English department, my graduate work was in English, and I started teaching. I started getting very interested in student success and the complexities of issues that are involved with that and I started working in the college of liberal arts and sciences at ASU.” After more time teaching Frost made the switch to more administrative program-ming, working in a very similar position to the one she holds at Lawrence. “I devel-oped programs and curriculum that were designed for student success,” Frost said of her job at ASU. “Some of them were for freshmen, some of them were for upper-classmen, some of them were for students who were on probation, and I started doing 
some one-on-one counseling with students who wanted support, in one way or another, to become more successful, and I did that for five years before coming here.” A large part of Frost’s decision to work at Lawrence was a desire to get back to her Midwestern roots. After looking at 
several other schools in the region, Frost felt that Lawrence was the right fit for her. “I love the commitment to students here, that there’s such a connection between students and faculty. You don’t find that everywhere. It’s a really special thing,” she explained. While she still feels like she’s getting the lay of the land, Frost is looking forward to the coming year. “I’m really excited about the course I’m teaching. It’s a three unit course 
offered for the first time this fall, and it will probably be offered again in the win-ter and the spring. It’s called Investigating Academic Success, and right now we’re exploring theories of learning and student success together, and working on making connections between those theories and 
our own lives. I was using a similar cur-riculum at ASU, and students who took that course were scoring .8 higher on their GPA, on average, than their peers who had not taken it, and some of those students were on their way out, they were on strict proba-tion, and a lot of them stayed, which makes for a really exciting job.”The types of students that Frost sees runs the gambit from conservatory stu-
dents with performance anxiety to students who are struggling academically for any number of reasons. Frost has a commit-ment to treating every student as an indi-vidual with an emphasis on really listening to what students have to say. “Every student comes in with a dif-ferent set of circumstances, so I strongly believe that you can’t just paint students in general with a broad brush and help them solve a problem, you have to understand the problem before you can help them solve it. It’s a lot of listening in the begin-ning, then I try to ascertain what tools in my toolbox will be useful to them. If it turns out its motivation, you know, there’s a lot of reasons why motivation lags at times, and trying to figure out why they lost their moti-vation is imperative to solving the problem. Maybe their interest in music is flagging, maybe they’ve moved so far away from some of their core values that their goals no longer make sense to them, there’s all kinds of reasons. Every single student talks about different things every single time, it’s never the same appointment twice.” Frost encourages any student who is questioning whether or not they’re ful-filling their full potential to send her an email and make an appointment, advising that a key to success is interdependence. “[Interdependence is] a concept that’s dif-ferent than independence, independence being [the idea that] I’m not taking help from anyone, I’m going to do this by myself. Interdependence is the understanding that absolutely everyone builds a team in order to be successful. I want to leave students with the idea that they’re building a team when they reach out and use the resources on campus or elsewhere, that they’re build-ing the best team possible to help them be successful.”
New academic success coordinator aids students
Meet the newest club on campus: The Lawrence University Dance Team. The brain-child of Natalie Ortega-Wells, Rebecca Tapia and Jori Warwick, a trio of passionate dancers, The LU Dance Team aims to share dance not only with fellow Lawrentians, but also with people off campus.The idea for the dance team arose when Ortega-Wells, a sophomore, and Tapia, a freshman, connected over their shared interest in starting a dance team via the Class of 2018 Facebook page. Sophomore Jori Warwick, a competitive dancer since second grade, was included in the group. Their discussions culminated in the creation of the Lawrence University Dance Team. Through the dance team, they hope to heighten the spirit of competition by performing at school sporting events 
and competing as a dance team.Warwick, the Spirit Captain, hopes that the Dance Team can become integrated into the athletic scene through performances during halftimes at sporting events. She is currently in contact with the head coach of the Lawrence University men’s basketball team, Joel DePagter, regarding the possibil-ity of the Dance Team performing for home games. Warwick cites her experience in pom during high school as a motive and inspiration behind her work in organizing performances at athletic events. She hopes that the Dance Team, similar to her high school pom team, will be able to incite an “atmosphere of school spirit.”The Dance Team also plans to compete against other teams, setting it apart from other groups on campus. The core trio of the Dance Team all have experience in competitive dance and felt a void when they found that Lawrence lacked a competitive 
dance team. Now, through the LU Dance Team, they aim to “get the Lawrence name out into competitive dancing,” as said by Ortega-Wells, the team’s Captain. Furthering off campus engagement beyond competition, the LU Dance Team hopes to get involved in the Appleton area. By setting up after-school programs at local schools, the team hopes to bring their love of dance to a younger generation. Tapia, the Junior Captain, elaborated that she wants to “be someone that others look up to” in the same way other dancers acted as role mod-els to her when she was dancing in New York City, her hometown. Dancing served as an inspiration for Tapia and taught her focus and determination that she could apply “not only to learning a new step [but] also to anything in life.” She aims to impart such skills onto other younger people.While the LU Dance Team wants to do a lot to distinguish itself from other groups 
on campus, the girls don’t want to rival them, rather they seek to collaborate. The trio plans to be involved in lessons and per-formances put on by other dance groups. Tapia says that they want to “merge with the other dance groups on campus.” In fact, Warwick sits on the board of Melee and the Dance Team also hopes to collaborate on a performance with Massive Movement.This is, of course, the LU Dance Team’s first year, so plans are still being arranged. However, the girls are optimistic that the team will grow and further integrate into campus life as time goes on. Interest seems to be strong given 30 plus people signed up for the email list at the Activities Fair.If you are interested in joining the LU Dance Team or getting more information about it, there will be an informational meeting on Saturday, Sept. 27 in room 401 in the library at 3 p.m. Dancers of all levels are encouraged to attend.
Lawrence University Dance Team gets its moves on
Regan Martin
Staff Writer
______________________________
Nalee Praseutsack
For The Lawrentian
______________________________________________
Academic Success Coordinator Kate Frost poses in her office. 
Photo  by Elizabeth Weekes
ficult. Though federal and state programs continue to expand, the price of a college education, as well as the number of stu-dents vying for those funds, also continues to increase.When active, the gift and its matching funds will support at least 50 Lawrence students in perpetuity. However, the school wants to continue to work toward ensuring financial stability for all of its students.Approximately 30 institutions in the nation are considered “full-need” schools, meaning that they have the ability to make up for the entirety of a student’s demon-strated financial need, the amount that school and federal methodology deter-mines they cannot afford to pay themselves. Though “full-need” is not synonymous with 
“full-ride,” it allows the vast majority of students from all backgrounds to attend a school without concern for additional financial burden.“What we’ve really tried to do is bridge that gap between what a student’s financial aid package is and what the total cost of attendance is to really try and minimize that burden that they’re bearing,” said Ken Anselment, dean of admissions and finan-cial aid .Lawrence’s aim is eventually to join this elite group of “full-need” institutions, which includes Vassar College, Carleton College, Yale University and Bates College. To do this, Lawrence requires $70–75 mil-lion in new financial aid funding. When combined with the eventual matching $25 million, today’s gift may bring the univer-sity more than two thirds of the way to this goal.While some of the endowment has already been put to use supporting the 
financial needs of current students from the class of 2018, Anselment also stressed that its full potential won’t be seen immediately.“This is a gift that comes over a period of time, so patience is also one of the things I think [is important],” he explained. “This gift is a significant catalyst, and there’s still a lot of work to be done.”As the university continues to look towards the future, President Burstein also urged members of the Lawrence communi-ty to consider the past and current generos-ity of its members and reflect on what these bonds between current, former and future Lawrentians have made possible.“We are an extraordinary place, and part of the reason for that is the investment that the Lawrence community has made in this university,” said Burstein. “We should all be grateful every day for that. It touches our lives on this campus in so many differ-ent ways.”
Patrick Pierson. “We’ve been preparing for them for two weeks and are feeling confi-dent going into Saturday.”The Vikings look to improve their record in conference this season. Despite the Vikings winning only one game in con-ference last year, they were in many close games that could have gone either way. “We had several conference games we feel like we could’ve won last year and are looking to improve on that this season,” commented Pierson, “but right now, our focus is on extinguishing the Prairie Fire.”
Matching gift
continued from page 1
Football
continued from page 4
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The beginning of the academic year at Lawrence has brought a multitude of changes for students, from new faculty to new dining options. Today, another new program is being put in place: Downtown Deals Plus, in which an assortment of businesses in downtown Appleton have arranged specials just for Lawrentians. Students will be able to use their IDs to get discounts at a wide variety of busi-nesses – from 25 cents off of coffee at Harmony Café to up to 75% off special events at the Trout Museum of Art. Window decals designed by Monique Rogers, graph-ic designer in the communications depart-ment, will alert students to which busi-nesses are offering deals, and wallet cards that students will receive in their SPC boxes will provide information about deals being offered.
Amy Hutchings, the Student Office Assistant for the Office of the President, described the program as being some-thing attempted previously and finally accomplished during the past summer. Hutchings and Jake Woodford, the Assistant to the President, collaborated with Anne Wiegman, the Marketing Director for Appleton Downtown Inc., to generate interest in businesses and decide on dis-counts business owners would be comfort-able with offering. “There’s always been a gap,” Hutchings commented on the sepa-ration between Lawrence and downtown Appleton. “It was a chance to get students to go downtown more, and to help local businesses—which is important when you’re a part of a community.”“Lawrence isn’t just in downtown—it’s a part of it,” Kasey Corrado, social media specialist, pointed out. She echoed Hutchings’ sentiments that the goal of this project is to foster the relationship between the city of Appleton and the community of Lawrence—and that it’s been very suc-cessful. “They’ve been incredibly receptive,” 
Corrado said about the businesses they worked with. “And I think it really works in their benefit, because you guys live here. They have 1500 people living here, just a short walk away.” Corrado has been meeting with busi-ness owners to learn more about their backstories and will be showcasing dif-ferent businesses through Lawrence’s social media platforms, as well as offering reminders as to what deals are out there. This creates an opportunity for students to feel even more connected to the businesses they shop at, because they’ll be able to learn about the people behind the products they buy.Although following Lawrence on Instagram and Twitter will keep students in the loop, Hutchings, Woodford and Corrado all stressed that students should check the Lawrence website so that they always have the most current information. The page provides a map of College Avenue with an alphabetical list of businesses offering deals and details as to what those deals are.“The website will be updated monthly, 
so if any current discounts change or if a business is added, that will be the most current,” Woodford said. “We are hoping to expand. We want to move out of the downtown area,” Hutchings added. So, if this program does branch out throughout the academic year, it will be posted on the website. If you haven’t had the chance to explore College Avenue yet, now is the time—there is plenty to discover at a price that is friendly to college students. “I just think it’s exciting that a lot of students are going to get the opportunity to see downtown more. Students will be encouraged to get out of the Lawrence bubble a little,” Hutchings remarked.  “It will be exciting to see how far we can spread this thing.”Check out the website at www.lawrence.edu/admissions/why/this-is-appleton/ddplus, follow Lawrence on Twitter and Instagram (@LawrenceUni), and check your SPC box for your wallet card!
Downtown Deals invites students down College Ave.
Margaret Koss
Staff Writer 
______________________________
Harmony Cafe, Muncheez Pizzeria, Vagabond Imports, Fat Girlz Bakin and Top Spins are just a few of the businesses that participate in Downtown Deals.
Photos courtesy of Nathan Lawrence.
stayed in control of ourselves and in control of our game,” said Perrin. “It felt like an accomplishment.”The women’s soccer team will host Lake Forest (8-0, 1-0 MWC) on Saturday, Sept. 27, at 3:30 p.m. at Whiting Field West. The men’s team is looking at a busier week with games on Wednesday, Sept. 24, at Wisconsin Lutheran (5-4), on Saturday, Sept. 27, at home against Lake Forest (2-5, 1-0 MWC) and on Tuesday, Sept. 30 at Ripon (2-6-1, 0-2 MWC).
Soccer
continued from page 4 [freshman] Sydney Nelson deserves the MVP title for the weekend. Her defense was spot on and she made great decisions as a setter. She continues to get better every week.”The Vikings next match will be against conference competitor, Knox College at home Friday, October 3 at Alexander Gymnasium. 
Volleyball
continued from page 5 Observatory. We also passed my favorite billboard in Pune, which read, “Robots Invade Pune.” I think it’s a sign for a robot-ics conference. We all ended up at the Modern Cafe, one of the oldest restaurants in Pune. It looks rundown inside, but the food seems good. We were all dehydrated and ordered stuff like milkshakes, mastaani--still not sure what that is, but it’s sweeter than a milkshake--and Falooda. Falooda was my choice. I’d heard of Falooda but never seen or tried it. All I knew was that it’s appar-ently popular in the Middle East and India. I think it’s supposed to be rose-flavored. I think, but I’m still not sure. Eventually our 
orders came out and we tried them hesi-tantly. Falooda was a shock. It was bright pink, with vanilla ice cream on top. I sucked some up through the straw, and discovered a warm, pepto-bismol-like syrup...and then a noodle made its way up the straw. It only got more interesting from there. It was like exploring the bottom of the ocean after a container ship containing nothing but Barbie accessories has sunk. It had chia seeds, which look like moldy sesame seeds and taste like weirdly crunchy tapioca; red jello; green jello; clear noodles; raisins; cashews and probably a bunch of other stuff as well. We had a fantastic time mak-ing friends close their eyes and then giving them a spoonful of the random mixture. I have some beautiful pictures.
Pune, India
continued from page 3
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Album Review
I am looking at John Dillinger in his most personal moments. I am watching him with a woman. I am watching him fight. I am watching him steal, and I am watching him die. I am watching him escape from prison and I am watching him escape from Little Bohemia as federal agents chase him through the woods, firing at him all the while. He looks frac-tured, both stressed and not, and it’s truly impossible to tell what he’s thinking. Johnny Depp was right to not portray him flamboyantly in Michael Mann’s 2009 film “Public Enemies.” This is not Warren Beatty’s Clyde Barrow or Robert De Niro’s Al Capone, willing to mug for the camera, give mono-logues and kill with style. No, this is a man who does his job, refuses to say twelve words when one will do, and kills with grace. This is a pure criminal. Obviously, none of this actu-ally happened. I did not meet 
John Dillinger. I did not even meet Johnny Depp when he was playing John Dillinger. Even though many say he faked his death, Dillinger is not looking at me as I write this. At least, not in person. Instead, I am looking at four paint-ings that are part of “The Dillinger Series,” one of many exhibitions that are part of Art on the Town. Art on the Town (for those of you that came in late), is a new event in the city of Appleton that features art. Be it from our own Lawrence students or citizens of Appleton themselves, their art is exhibited in public for all to see. The goal of this event is to show-case the various artistic talents of Appleton, and to encourage artists, whether they are already working or just starting out, and let them get their work in front of the public’s curious, eager eyes. There’s a lot to see here: sculptures, photos, though alas, no installations. What’s really on focus though, are the paintings. That’s when some of the really cool stuff appears. A piece titled “Sunday Services” depicts Packer Season complete with the tailgat-ing, cheeseheads, and carnage 
     Henry Dykstal
      Staff Writer
__________________________
Paintings displayed in Wriston Gallery as part of the Art on the Town exhibit. 
 Photo by Annie Ela
Art on the Town: A colorful Fantasia with multiple themes
HAIM–Days Are Gone
Three sisters hailing from Los Angeles, Calif. combine prominent bass lines, mean-ingful yet universal lyrics and middle child Danielle’s brassy vocals to create their name-sake, HAIM. Their 80s-reviv-alist style surprisingly brings freshness to the growing alternative pop/rock genre. The group’s debut album, “Days Are Gone”, was released almost exactly one year ago on September 30, 2013. Over the year, I have grown to love this band’s album and talent. The Haim sisters are truly my favorite artists. Let me expand upon my claim.Alana, the youngest, keyboardist and guitarist; Danielle, the middle child, both lead singer and lead guitarist; and Este Haim, the eldest and the bassist all come together to form the main members of the group. Dash Hutton serves as drummer with simple but prominent beats. Both as an ensemble, these sisters have a knack for harmony. The music produced is admittedly simple, but their ability to elicit interest while being straightforward and understated warrants truly great musicality.This debut album is a good showing and a great indication 
of success for the future.  The band may not be wildly popu-lar in the mainstream media of the US, but in the UK, HAIM debuted at number one on the charts. Similarly in Australia, these sisters managed to reach the second spot. With this acclaim has come the release of six sin-gles (out of the eleven tracks recorded on Days Are Gone). “Forever,” “Don’t Save Me,” “Falling,” “The Wire,” “If I Could Change Your Mind,” and “My Song 5” have each had various successes.“Forever” has been around awhile, released in the summer of 2012. The song begins with a riveting guitar solo to draw the listener in. Following this rift, Danielle entices the ear with a simple, suave beginning and a catchy chorus follows to get stuck in your head all day. Not my favorite, but admittedly a very 80s piece with the con-tinuing guitar part from begin-ning to end and some classic synth interludes.“Don’t Save Me” carries with it a prominent synth and bass theme of 80s remi-niscence.  This single has also been out since 2012. Dropping backbeats feature Danielle’s vocals, while when her sis-ters do back her up, the whole sound is flawless.“Falling” was released in the beginning of 2013, months before the album’s release. This single begins the whole album, Days Are Gone. A bass beat resounds to catch attention. The message of this particu-lar song is the most prevalent detail. “Don’t stop…I’ll never look back and never give up …” Varying bass tracks define the track. The pairing of mean-ing and sound create a truly inspiring 
Book Review
To say Edna St. Vincent Millay lived a robust life would be an understatement. Known for holding extravagant parties and orgies, Millay makes an enticing character to start out a historical fiction novel, and she does just that. Bestselling author Erika Robuck, weaves fiction with truth in “Fallen Beauty”, a story that follows Millay and a young fictional girl named Laura as they traverse the small town they live in.The protagonist, Laura, starts out as a teenager who falls in love with an unattain-able man. Soon Laura becomes a pregnant outcast, abandoned by the father of her baby who is soon to be married to another woman. Laura decides to keep the baby, and for the rest of the book raises hera daughter as a single mother in a closed-mind-ed town that shuns her because of her “impure” past. As she struggles to keep her small shop open, she becomes embittered by the town that rejected her. Millay, on the other hand, does everything possible to shock the little town they live in.   “I want to reclaim my posi-tion as goddess of all people and all words, but my plan has backfired, and I am ill from the alcohol and the wounds I inflict on those around me.” This quote embodies Millay’s need to pro-voke the people around her, in order to inspire herself. Her poetry is inspired by the ludicrous life of experimen-tation she and her husband lead. 
They frequently hold parties in their mountain side -mansion where friends join them from all over for a week of entertain-ment. Millay’s poetry thrives off this alcohol-fueled lifestyle, and as the novel develops, read-ers see her mind and her body slowly disintegrate. Millay is a storm. She leads her life out-side of social norms; she thrusts her way through families and friendships, leaving disaster and heartbreak in her wake. Very early on in the book, Millay falls in love with a man whom her husband accepts because he knows she needs passion in order to write. While her lover is only a character in the book for a matter of pages, the effects of the brief affair weigh on Millay’s mind, health and well being for the rest of her life. She deteriorates before the readers’ eyes. “Fallen Beauty” splits between the two characters whose lives are separate yet 
related. Surprisingly, most of the novel’s focus is on Laura. As Laura’s disassociation with the town grows, it becomes clear that Millay is the force she needs to support her in the fight against the unjustifiable punish-ment the town is forcing on her.Laura must fight against the reputation her town has given her, while Millay fights to find control in her life. While their lives become intertwined when Millay becomes the main patron of Laura’s shop, Laura fights against their forming rela-tionship in loyalty to her sister. Laura’s sister, Marie, despises Millay because while at one of the wild parties, Marie’s hus-band and the poet have a brief affair.  However, Laura is just as intrigued by Millay as Millay is of her, and their relationship becomes mutually beneficial. Laura designs all the costumes Millay wears on her sold out book tours, and Millay uses Laura as inspiration for her poetry. The parties all eventu-ally come to a head in a giant town-encompassing spectacle. “Fallen Beauty” is a beauti-fully written novel whose mes-sage is very clear:; live a life worth living. While both pro-tagonists do this in different ways, they are passionate loving women, who are deeply proud of their successes. While Millay is an unconventional character, I was drawn to her huge per-sonality and feminist ideals dur-ing an age when this was not accepted. Robuck produced an interesting and fun read that both taught and entertained. 
Devin Ross
 A&E Editor
_______________________
Historical fiction brought to life by poet
Lizzy Weekes
For The Lawrentian
_______________________________
that all entails. The aforemen-tioned Dillinger series combines the visceral with cubism and surrealism to dizzying effect. A black and white painting from the 60s depicts the civil rights movements, and also scuba divers (symbolism, naturally, for dread). One painting, titled “The Great Moon Trip,” contrasts a variety of 
styles to show the transcendence of space in contrast with the mun-danity of earth, with excellent use of color. My favorite work, though, is perhaps the most traditional, and the most subtle. The most obvi-ous example of a good painting, maybe, but still worth the time to see. Titled “Prairie Artifact,” It’s 
half a woodblock, carved of scene with buffalo and hunters at chase as birds fly across the air, the clouds are a variety of colors and the ground is shades of amber red. The buffalo wander away, and even I must now too. That’s the point of Art on the Town, of course. To wander and see every-thing on the wide range. 
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Tuesday, Sept. 16 marked the public unveiling of “I Am, I Will, I’m Afraid (Appleton),” an artistic collaboration between Lawrence’s Visiting Artist Traci Molloy, Associate Professor Benjamin D. Rinehart and the Gay, Lesbian, gor Whatever (GLOW) group, as well as Appleton’s LGBTQ youth com-munity and Jesse Heffernan, LGBT Services coordinator at Harmony Café.  Correspondence with Molloy and Rinehart enlightened me as to the process behind this artis-tic community event. Last spring, LGBTQ participants in this project were called upon to courageously share their beliefs and fears when they were offered the following prompts to finish: “I Am...,””, “I Will...” and “I’m Afraid.” The responses offered an incredibly intimate glimpse into the fears, strengths and self-awareness that comes with LGBTQ identification. Molloy then trav-eled back home to Brooklyn and created artwork using the imag-ery and writing gathered from these participants in Appleton.A few lines in particular stuck out to me. “I am different.” “I will do whatever I can to survive.” “I’m afraid I’ll never feel at home in my body.” The project participants’ words are featured prominently 
in the work. The art piece itself is an enormous vinyl banner that rests upon the eastern façade of Harmony Café. It features a life-sized human subject against the backdrop of an empty field and a dark forest. Words are scrawled across the smoky, black and white image of this person, cutting into the image. The white text against the image represents the respons-es of the LGBTQ community.This banner is the second large-scale incarnation of the “I Am, I Will, I’m Afraid” series.; A community in Plymouth, Ohio that was ravaged by drug abuse was the first to experience the sense of solidarity provided by such a revealing and transformative proj-ect. After Appleton, the project will travel to Iowa City, Iowa, then to the Bronx, N.Y. and finally to Portland, Maine. Appleton was the only location where Molloy spe-cifically worked with the LGBTQ community as her co-collabora-tors. According to Molloy, “all of the projects have the potential to travel to different locations,” though she feels “they are always ‘at home’ when they are on dis-play in the community where they were created.When asked about her involvement with this project, Molloy described her artistic activism. “As an artist, I often work collaboratively with youth. My artwork tends to explore themes of adolescent identity as it relates to topics of race, class and gender,” 
she said. “This project is a natural extension of my own artwork as an artist and education activist.”The person featured in this banner is not any one person, the subject is a composite image of all of the participants involved this project—the subject is both everyone and no one. “The medi-um of photography tends to con-vey a sense of reality or exactitude to the audience,” said Molloy, who created the image and the text. “The thing that interests me about this piece and this series specifi-cally is that it is a play on standard portraiture.” Molloy went on to say that “the figures do not exist—they are ambiguous hybrids created by merging together all of the par-ticipants in the project. The figure becomes a generic prototype of what an LGBTQ youth from the Lawrence community would look like. The text, though highly per-sonal, also has universal appeal. It too is anonymous.”This anonymity, hanging out-side of one of the most popular coffee shops in town, is beautifully paradoxical. The words are abso-lutely personal, but they apply to so many experiences. They are private, but they are starkly there for all to see. The figure in the image looks apprehensive, legs crossed one in front of the other, but their arms rest calmly behind their back. The paradox exists both in the image and the words.Furthermore, the paradox exists in the viewer’s perception 
of the piece. We see the subject, to whom we may have a split-second reaction, but we are also given access to their thoughts, a vul-nerability that often contradicts our initial judgments and that requires compassion and con-sciousness to try to understand. The location of this banner serves an important purpose. “Having the vinyl banner in the public sphere demonstrates that 
under-represented or marginal-ized groups have a voice in the com-munity,” according to Rinehart, a longtime friend of Molloy who invited her to Appleton for the Fox River Printmaking Workshop. Rinehart also served as a liaison between Molloy and the Appleton community and was “tickled to see both the Lawrence 
     Anastasia Skliarova
      Staff Writer
__________________________
“I Am, I Will, I’m Afraid” explores queer identity, unites community
Harmony Cafe proudly displays “I Am, I Will, I’m Afraid” outside their store front. 
Photo by Liz Landes
See page 11
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Opening doors for diverse opinions  
across campus
Jess Morgan
   Staff Writer
________________________“Price of an Education,” which replaced “Sex Signals” from previous years, was eagerly await-ed by freshmen, welcome week leaders and residence life staff alike. When everyone filed into Stansbury Theatre on Thursday, Sept. 11, attendees were expect-ing a show that would be an “entertaining, yet informative series of comedic and dramatic scenes woven together with fac-tual information,” as described by the welcome week schedule.  While the show was meant to be comedic and educate first-years about experiences they may encounter during their years at college, few laughed during the presentation and many students had to leave because they were so uncomfortable. The show was not appropriate for Lawrence because it failed to meaningfully educate the audience about the topics they presented and because the exam-ples they used in their skits were too black and white.The scenarios dealt with topics of drug use, rape, alcohol, depression, safe sex and eating disorders. They were presented in a narrative given by an actor describing their experience, while the other three actors faced away from the audience. Rather than explaining how students can help themselves or their peers get through each struggle, an actor explained what it felt like to be in their situation.  “Watching someone on stage mimic putting a gun to their head and scream about pulling the trigger and how someday they’ll ‘prove to their friends that they’ll actually do it’ is not at all how we should be discussing suicide,” said Taylor Dodson, head Residence Life Advisor in Colman Hall.  “There was no discussion of how to help someone through such a difficult time, or of what resources can be acknowledged in a situation like that,” she explained. By witnessing an actor describing what it is like to go through depression, the room felt uncomfortable and did not leave equipped with the right tools to resolve that discomfort.During much of the presen-tation, scare tactics were used rather than educating students about making smart choices. One of the skits presented a woman who had sex with her partner using a condom, but became preg-nant anyway, causing her partner to leave her. The example was followed up with another actor explaining that there is “no such thing as safe sex, 
only safer sex,” and presented a statistic about condom effective-ness that included the misuse of condoms rather than educating students how to use contraceptive measures correctly. In a college setting where most of the students are legal adults and able to make their own smart, educated decisions about sex, the use of scare tactics and preaching for abstinence was not only inappropriate but laugh-able.  The skit did not present any information about making smart choices, and made it hard to take their presentation seriously. The skit that dealt with rape was problematic because it did not address any discussions relat-ing to consent, and it potentially scared students with an extreme example of rape.  It was incred-ibly troubling to hear the actress describe a situation in which she was taken advantage of by an aggressive pursuer even though she had said “no,” without any discussion about consent. In addition, the rape and alcohol skit were tied together, almost as though they were put-ting some of the blame on the victim for being in a setting where alcohol was involved. Presenting this type of scenario without hav-ing a discussion about what con-sent is, that only a “yes” counts as consent and that consent cannot be given when intoxicated was completely unacceptable.  Most victims of rape have been pursued by a person that they know, and giving the audi-ence a black and white example of what it means to be raped could potentially prevent students from seeking help if they felt they had been in an unsafe situation.At the end of “Price of an Education,” the playwright gave audience members a chance to speak up and offer any questions or comments they had. No one had any questions, since they were in a hurry to leave the uncomfort-able aura in the room.  I felt incredibly saddened for anyone who had personally strug-gled through situations related to the ones presented, and what they must feel like reliving them while they were being shown on stage. While the actors and playwright had good intentions, the lack of information provided in the skits was unsettling. Next year, I would much rather see “Sex Signals,” or any other alternative, during Welcome Week.  The show addressed topics that are beneficial for incoming freshman to be knowledgeable and aware of, but the dark display of these topics is not suited for students adjusting to a new envi-ronment and learning about the social climate of Lawrence.  
“Price of an Education” 
not fit for Lawrence
Danny Davis
Managing Editor
________________________Last week it was announced that Mojang, the studio that cre-ated the sensational open-world hit videogame Minecraft would be acquired by Microsoft. Notch’s reasoning: he’s a programming monkey, not a multi-billion dollar CEO. Notch sold his studio away so that he could go back to doing what he loves.A noble cause indeed, but I, like many other gamers, especially PC gamers out there, am disap-pointed by the decision. I am dis-traught because it represents one more institution within the world of gaming that has fallen to the largest contenders in the industry, which squeezes our wallets, preys on young, vulnerable gamers and destroys innovation. For those who do not under-stand Minecraft, the best analogy would be: it’s like playing with Legos in video game form. The player roams around a virtual environment and collects materi-als that they use to build whatever they wish. Some materials have special functions. For example, a play-er recently demonstrated that a working computer chip can be created using materials in the game that allow players to create electrical or “redstone” circuits. Additionally, players can access the source code of the game and create their own mate-rials and items. The company is also non-intrusive. They release small updates to the game that allow the product to run better 
but allow the players to play the game as they please. Minecraft has also steered clear of profit-squeezing models that many video games feature now. The two biggest strategies are the introduction of download-able content and microtransac-tions. For example, each year, the Madden series comes out with a new game with updated player rosters, slight graphical improve-ments and minor gameplay tweaks.  They then market the game as a drastically new, shiny take on the series and charge you $60 for a game that really isn’t that different. Another example is big-bud-get first-person shooter games such as Call of Duty. Each year, the series releases a new game. Every few months the studio will release new environments or “maps” for multiplayer gameplay and will frequently drop you from a multiplayer match if you don’t continue to purchase the maps, essentially forcing you to invest 15 more dollars into a $60 title. With Minecraft, the map-making algorithm remains consistent and does not charge you to play in new environments. A big-budget PC game called World of Tanks, which although is free to play, similarly offers cheap additionally content that gives the player an edge over others in mul-tiplayer gameplay. With Minecraft, the player does not have the option to buy new types of blocks for a dollar, or a new item kit for 50 cents. Even cult classics like Team Fortress 2 feature small microcontent that gives the player a distinct edge over other players. 
These profit-squeezing strat-egies make for a worse product. The Madden series could easily release updated rosters and small graphical tweaks as a $5 piece of downloadable content. The Call of Duty series could simply reward frequent and loyal gamers with the map packs through gameplay rather than insult their devout fans by forcing them to invest more money in a game they love. It demonstrates a callous dis-regard for well-crafted games and an even more horrendous mis-treatment of the game’s consum-ers. Part of what makes Minecraft and independent gaming as a whole great is that gamers do not have to encounter these problems. That is why I’m terrified of Microsoft’s purchase of Mojang studios. Microsoft is a tech giant. It continually makes choices that do not reflect the preferences of gamers. This is a company that intended to release a console that prevented you from sharing games and throttles your Netflix account if it counts too many people in the room. They see gaming as an industry to be conquered rather than a craft to be developed. Thankfully, there are still independent game designers that continue to innovate in the video game industry. However, if each of them fall to the econom-ic conquests of companies like Microsoft, Amazon and Electronic Arts, we’ll be left with a video game industry that is like the film industry today—dull, full of crappy reboots and devoid of any heart, soul, or passion that once made the medium great.
Microsoft meddles with Minecraft
In his Convocation last Thursday, President Burstein outlined his vision for a more thoughtful community through invigorated and inclusive dialogues. In order to fully and actively respond to the convocation, we must address certain flaws in—or possible misconceptions of—President Burstein’s argument. As we might expect of speakers with such bold ideas, the root of many of these issues lies in his thorough use of hyperbolic rhetoric.President Burstein prodded his audience to open up their dialogues “the widest possible range of views.” This sort of speaking does not clarify the exact types of fringe perspectives we might include. If an individual holds an opinion that is “unfamiliar, or even disturbing,” yet defends it with reason, empirical evidence and the like, then we ought to include that unique participant without hesitation. If that same individual’s opinions arise from blatantly irrational or ignorant thinking, then we, as an intellectual institution, must have a duty to think twice before putting that opinion on a stage. For instance, this particular convocation provides an example of speaking that is both pro-vocative and thoughtful. No matter the faults that we may find or the intellectual disturbance his words may cause, President Burstein’s rhetoric stems from rationality and his intentions are responsible.In other words, this convocation was the sort of provocation that prompted a great deal of positive conversation. As we work towards more inclusive dialogues, the unfamiliar or disturbing opinions that we include must be of a similar nature. We can think of few reasons to allow any such voice that speaks from a dangerous or ignorant mindset and prevents critical and rational listening on the part of the audience. When we choose to include perspectives that are unfamiliar and intellectually questionable, we run the risk of suggesting some sort of  tacit endorsement. If we put President Burstein’s words into action and invite “the widest possible range of views,” our institution must be clear that it does not necessarily endorse that entire range of views. Of course, the sort of students that President Burstein envisions taking part in such challenging dialogues—the sort of students we believe already attend Lawrence—are highly capable of sorting out their relation to, and the function of, provocative speakers. As The Lawrentian Editorial Board discussed President Burstein’s convocation—whether during our meetings or passing each other on the sidewalk—each editor presented a distinct and deep impression, creating a dialogue with a rather wide range of views.This editorial is an attempt at synthesizing those perspectives; we hope our civil and inclusive discourse at least approximates President Burstein’s invigorating and hyperbolic ideals.
The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian 
are those of the students, faculty and com-
munity members who wrote them. All facts are 
as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian 
does not endorse any opinions piece except 
for the staff editorial, which represents a major-
ity of the editorial board. The Lawrentian wel-
comes everyone to submit their own opinions 
using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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44 years ago, the May 15, 1970 issue of The Lawrentian was dedicated to the status of Greek life on campus. “Frat localization thwarted; faculty considers elimi-nation,” “Abolish National Greek System” and “Hardly worth the hassle” were a few of the head-lines. What was being considered was the elimination of national Greek organizations on campus. From the tone of the articles many students felt strongly that they should go. “At this point, the primary consequence of refus-ing to make substantive changes would likely be a slow death of the last vestiges of a somewhat anachronistic social institution.” If the University was not to abolish the groups entirely, it seems like significant changes were about to be made. This was 44 years ago! What has changed?I was a member of the Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia fraternity for most of my first three years at Lawrence. I did build relation-ships that remain important to me and that I may not have made were I not in the group. I did see members open up to the group in ways that people only do with those they trust. I did participate in community outreach that had a positive impact on me and those we were serving. What I did not see was how the practices most characteris-tic of Greek life—gender segre-gation, secrecy, exclusivity, ritu-als—contributed to these ends. These aspects not only limit the beneficial capacity of Greek orga-nizations but also outweigh that capacity with the potential to 
negatively affect their enveloping community. It is troubling to me that, as our campus shows aware-ness of social issues at large, these groups in our immediate commu-nity are allowed to remain the way they have for so long.There are many student groups on our campus doing remarkable things. Sustainable Lawrence University Gardens (SLUG), for example, maintains a garden, collects compost from res-taurants around Appleton, gives tours to elementary school classes and is involved with Riverview Gardens, a local community-sup-ported agricultural organization devoted to helping people in need. SLUG gets a lot done and has developed one of the most tight-ly knit communities on campus. Students devote large amounts of time to the organization, assume leadership positions and even pursue sustainable agriculture after Lawrence.If a group like SLUG can do so much for its members and com-munity without exclusivity, secre-cy or even a system of member-ship, why are these practices such important parts of Greek organi-zations? Despite the common asser-tion that the primary purpose of Greek organizations is for com-munity service—be it by strength-ening friendships or through donations of money or time—this aspiration is often thwarted by an organizational structure that is discriminatory and cumbersome. For every member brought into the fold of a fraternity or sorority, more are left to wonder what traits made them unwanted. For every community service out-ing, many more hours are wasted 
filling arbitrary positions and ful-filling duties to the national gov-erning body. That the Greek orga-nizational structure runs counter to its stated objectives betrays the truth that it is primarily a social body.  Of course, cliques are not unusual, people gravitate to those who share their interests or sense of humor. In many ways, student groups like Art House, Gaming House or Co-op, groups that serve the interests of their constituents, fulfill a similar role and can be similarly exclusive in less obvi-ous ways. We are all prone to act on prejudices, especially when choosing friends.Greek organizations, how-ever, institutionalize these prej-udices. I was bid into Sinfonia because I was interested in music, and maybe more so because I was a part of the incumbent members’ friend group. Why weren’t the women who were just as involved with music and just as funny and interest-ing also given a bid? How can it be on a college campus—and especially on one so outwardly progressive as Lawrence’s—that systemic gender discrimination is a celebrated part of social life? While we denounce and seem to understand the roots of gender-based social issues, we see and participate in it here on our cam-pus and pass it off as “college life.”These issues are not due to the Greek members but rather the Greek organizations. Students are not in control of these organiza-tions; the rules and guidelines are given by massive national orga-nizations terribly unequipped to 
Greek system inherently flawed
Gus Murphy
For The Lawrentian
____________________________________
A eulogy for The New York Times
Andrea Johnson
Copy Editor
_______________________Eight connies sit on the base-ment couches waiting for rehears-al to start. They lean in, huddle close and are unusually quiet but for one who reads, “26 across, ‘Genie’s response,’ nine letters.” The group cranes to look. One person suggests, “Your wish is my command.” Another quickly replies, “Too long.”A pregnant pause, then a burst of insight, “As you wish!” Yes! They are satisfied for a moment as a clarinetist fills in nine boxes of 
The New York Times’ Thursday crossword puzzle. Each letter goes precisely where it should. Until their attention shifts to the next empty line. As you know, The New York 
Times—crossword puzzle and all—will no longer be widely available free to students. There will still be a copy available for perusal in the library and for pur-chase at the info desk.  It remains to be seen how many people will regularly buy the $2.50 paper, but I imagine scenes like the above, if not ceasing to exist altogether, will at least become very rare. No longer ubiquitous, pres-ent in every dorm and left on café tables for the next person, the NYT is now tucked away behind library walls and a cash register. I, for one, will miss seeing a completed puzzle triumphantly 
left near the Con couches with “Eroica,” circled enthusiastically (“54 down, ‘Beethoven’s third,’ six letters,”). The paper was not just a vehicle for staying in touch with the world outside the Lawrence bubble, but also for connecting with the people within it. It wasn’t rare in past years for conversations to begin with, “Did you see the article in The New 
York Times about…?” It provided the springboard to discussions about everything from the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, to the legacy of Maya Angelou and the online future of college. The shared expe-rience of simply reading the same paper, the same article, oiled the wheels of these conversations.This seemed so in line with the values our liberal arts col-lege professes: engaging with the world, learning to think and learning to be wrong and graceful about it. Picture another scene (it’s relevant, I promise): it’s 8:40 a.m. on a Wednesday and you’re going down to Andrew Commons for breakfast. You’ve made a waffle and drenched it in syrup. In fact, you’re a little worried because you can see the syrup running vis-cously in the direction of the can-taloupe on your plate. Ugh, gross. So you hurry towards the tables, grab at some silverware hoping—but not entirely sure—you got a fork and then stop short. There’s no one you know here, no one to sit with. You panic 
for a moment, mostly because your syrup continues inching along towards the fruit, but also because you don’t know where to sit. Then, sweet relief. You remem-ber that as you walked in you tucked a copy of The New York 
Times under your elbow. There will be no bored star-ing out the window, trying to avoid eye contact or absentmind-ed thumbing through Facebook for you this morning. Though you may be alone, you will be united with the people there who are also reading the paper. It’s like a club—one whose members share an inability to find their mouths with their spoons when they’re reading.Damn, while you were think-ing all of these things your syrup has totally ruined your fruit. No matter, there are more important things to worry about, like the fate of pine trees overwhelmed by parasitic beetles. I know I was not alone in enjoying breakfast in the com-mons for just this reason, for the separate-but-together reading of the Times with the other people who are weird enough to actually eat breakfast. Yes, we may have been play-acting a bit. Maturity feels an awful lot like a newspaper and a cup of coffee. Even so, the result was certainly not contemptible: a little more awareness with each article, and maybe even a little bit more care about the world beyond the bubble. 
See page 12
students and alumni have such a strong showing in conjunc-tion with the LGBTQ Services at Harmony Café.” This project has a power-ful emotional resonance. Molloy believes that “the emotional aspect comes from the connect-edness we all share—the piece is really about the human experi-ence, as well as the LGBTQ expe-rience. It is not about creating an ‘us’ and a ‘them’—it is about shared humanity—feelings of vulnerability and courage, fears, hopes and frustrations.”
Rinehart said this work is meant to “empower and sup-port the LGBTQ community and beyond. Many positive changes are happening, however there is still a long way to go toward equality for all people. I also see it as a great educational tool and vehicle to begin challenging con-versations.”The banner will be available for viewing until Friday, Dec. 19. If you ever cross Durkee Street to get off of campus (which I hope you do, it’s good to get away sometimes), I highly recommend you look up above street level and take a minute to experience this art piece for yourself. 
“I am...”
continued from page 9
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Journalism Workshop
Saturday, Sept. 27 @ 2 p.m.
Warch Campus Center
Cinema
Intrigued by learning more 
about journalism and writing for 
newspapers?
The Lawrentian will be holding 
a journalism workshop open 
to all those interested in 
further investigating the field 
of journalism and investigative 
reporting.
We’ll be covering topics such 
as journalistic codes and 
ethics, interviewing techniques 
and journalistic writing style.
Come and learn how to let your 
voice be seen!
**This workshop is required for
all new Lawrentian writers.**
Contact lawrentian@lawrence.edu
with any questions.
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“What did you think of the convocation?”
“Bold and exciting boundary 
pushing ideas made by 
President Burstein. I’m 
interested to see how they 
will be put into practice and 
perceived by the community..”
–Greta Schmidt
PHOTO POLL
struction process, in which the Boldt Company “sanded the stain-less steel and wet-sanded in spots with blemishes, then painted a double layer of epoxy.”  Additionally, the bronze displays on the pedestals were cleaned and new plexiglass was installed to protect them.  “John and the team from Boldt took this project on like they do public art installation every day,” Assistant to the President Jake Woodford said.  Woodford was part of a team of Lawrence faculty going through the process of re-installing the piece, and spoke about the specific difficulty of determining the origi-nal color of the sculpture, which was eventually determined to be the yellow known as “Pantone 1235 C”.Wriston Gallery director Beth Zinsli was in close commu-nication with Westphal during the re-installation of the piece, and explains his interest in the shape of a Finnish boat, which ferried community members to church on Sundays. “It’s called a church boat.  He had seen these, and the shape of the tripod is supposed to reflect the stern and prow of one of these 
church boats.” She also described the smaller boxes, called Bollards, that flank the trio of arches. “If you look closely you can see an elephant in one, and other strange landscapes.  Rolf was telling me he remembered seeing children being led across campus along a rope and wanted to make some-thing that would be of more interest for them, so he made a small scale thing that you have to approach and interact with”.Also a Lawrence alum-na, Zinsli remembers “Aerial Landscape” and its role on cam-pus. “When I was a student they were a really big part of the land-scape and we held them in affec-tion because they were a part of our image.”The restoration of the sculp-ture depended on funding from the Lawrence community.  Zinsli explains “money from generous people in the Lawrence family came through and funded the res-toration, a group of people on campus worked together to get it done, and now it’s back.”  Director Zinsli went on to illustrate plans for a new plaque with more information explaining the piece, and official accession into the Lawrence collection this spring, at which time Westphal will be visiting campus for the piece’s re-dedication.  Official recognition by the university ensures consistent 
maintenance of the sculpture over years to come, preventing it from suffering another slow degenera-tion.Associate professor of art, Rob Neilson commented on the need for maintenance of public art, explaining “even when I start-ed doing public art, in the late ‘90s, people weren’t really asking 
for maintenance plans... I think that now that’s changed, that people are becoming aware that maintaining these works is equal-ly important to acquiring them.”  Neilson also remarked that the recent appearance and disap-pearance of “Scoflaw Sculpture,” what appeared to be a stack of crates outside of Brokaw Hall, 
exemplified sculpture of a much less permanent nature, which he referred to as “guerilla art.” When asked about future works of similarly brief lifetimes possi-bly appearing in the area, Neilson stated “I wouldn’t be surprised if something showed up.”
Abedin Rafique
Photo Editor
“It really inspired me to not 
give up.”
–Malcolm Lunn-Craft
“It’s great that our community 
is interacting with the 
Appleton community, whose 
values are significantly 
different from ours.”
–Amy Hutchings
“I felt it avoided speaking 
about the diversity that has 
been purposefully introduced 
on campus.”
–A.J. Williams
“It challenged me to push my 
comfort level and grow as a 
person. “
–Raleigh Heath
“I was pleasantly surprised 
by the number of people who 
responded to me via email.”
–President Mark Burstein
Westphal’s sculpture “Aerial Landscape.” 
  Photo by Michael Hubbard
Sculpture
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adapt to the individual campuses that their chapters serve. The 
reprehensible behavior inevita-bly associated with Greek life is much more due to the flaws in the groups’ structures than any indi-viduals’ actions.Lawrence is always becom-
ing more broadly aware of social inequities. Issues stemming from gender constructs are every-where, and are more likely to orig-inate off-campus than on-campus. However, this community is the 
one of which we are a part, where we can affect change. For all of our awareness and willingness to speak out on social media, we also need to take the initiative of direct community 
action. If we want to affect change, if we believe in social equality for all people, we must start here.Greekcontinued from page 11
